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Perl Programming Basics 
This is only a partial list of tasks that you should know. Anything else can be found by 
using the man pages > man perl  and use the specific pages to find information. 
For example,  
>man perlintro   
gives you a basic introduction to perl. This documentation is available to you during the 
test. 
 
Declare a variable:   $myname = ‘guna’; 
Print a variable:   print $myname; 
Open a file :  open(INFILE, “filename”); 
Read a file:  foreach $line (<INFILE>) { do_something } 
Chop the newline:  chomp($line) 
Split a String:  @array = split(/regex/, $line) 
Find the Sum:  $sum = 0; for ($i=0 ; $i<$size; $i++) { $sum += $i; } 
Check if the file name is “guna”:  if ($file eq ‘guna’) { do_something } 
Open a dir and read files: opendir(DIR,”.”); foreach $file (readdir(DIR) ){ .. } 
Make a directory:  mkdir $dirname; 
Remove a directory: rmdir $dirname; 
Command Line Arguments: $#ARGV – index of last argument, $ARGV[0] – first arg 
Running a perl script from another: system ‘perl program.pl text.txt’ 
 
[1] Suppose you are given a complete Perl program findMaxScore.pl that takes any 
number of integer arguments and find the max score. Write a Perl program that takes a a 
grade.txt file, and computes the max score for each of the users. Output the max scores to 
a file called output.txt. The input file is given as a command line argument.  
>perl  myprogram.pl  lab2.txt 
 
Where lab2.txt is the name of a file that contains grades. The file lab2.txt has lines of the 
format.  studentID:lab1:lab2:… 
For example: guna:79:80:56:90 
                     jim:90:78 
 
Your Perl program will read the file, parse it and compute the maximum score using 
findMaxScore.pl. The output is a file containing the lines of the format 
guna:90 
jim:90 
 
[2] A perl program to read file.txt and write content to an array. It will double the size of 
the array when necessary  
 



#!/usr/local/bin/perl 
$size = 10; 
open(INFILE, “file.txt”); 
$#arr = $size-1; # initialize the size of the array to 10 
$i = 0; 
foreach $line (<INFILE>) { 

$arr[$i++] = $line; 
if ($i >= $size) { 

$#arr = 2*$#arr + 1; # double the size 
$size = $#arr + 1; 

} 
} 

 
1. Extend the program so that it takes the file name as a command line argument 
2. Extend the program so that it creates a directory for each id in file.txt (given) 
3. Extend the program so that it copies the file scores.txt(given) to each folder 

 
 

 
 
Regular Expressions Questions 
You just need to understand the basics of regex for the exam. Here are some questions to 
get started with.  
 
[a] Define regular expressions 
 
 
 
[b] Give three patterns that can match the regular expression /c(a|t)*b/? 
 
 
 
[c] Give a pattern that can match the regular expression /<h\([1-3]\)>.*<h\1>/ 
 
 
 
[d] Write a regular expression that look for email addresses that begins with admin 
 
 
Now suppose you want to write a perl program that print out all the lines that contain http 
tags in a web page. So we can write a script as follows.  
 
#!/usr/local/bin/perl 

Open(INFILE,”index.htm”); 
foreach $line (<INFILE>) { 
    if ($line =~ /<a href=”http:.*>/) 
       print $line; 
}  
 



 
1. Extend the program so that it actually prints the URL in each line. A typical line 

that contains a URL is of the form 
<a  href=”http://www.cs.cmu.edu” >CS page </a> 

2. Extend the program so that it stores the URL’s into an array and print outs the 
URL’s that ends with .edu 
 
 

 

Shell Script Basics 
This is only a partial list of tasks that you should know. Anything else can be found by 
using the man pages for sh. You are allowed to solve the part II problem with Perl or 
Shell. I personally prefer Perl, but it your choice. Here is some basic stuff. 
 
Declare a variable:   myname=”guna” 
Read a file:   

file=`cat file.txt` 
for line in $file  
do 
        echo $line 
done 

Make a directory:  mkdir $dirname; 
Remove a directory: rmdir $dirname; 
 

Find a Sum:   
sum=0 

values=`cat $1` 

for value in ${values} 

do 

  sum=`expr $sum + $value` 

done 

echo $sum 

 

Tokenizing a line:  
  line=”guna:20:30:40” 
 IFS=:                #set internal field separator to : 

 for p in $line 

 do 

   echo $p 

 done  

 

using sed:  
  line=”guna:20:30:40” 
  echo $line | sed ‘s/:/ /g’     #replaces all : with space 
 

 
Redirecting output : echo “guna”  > myfile.txt  #overwrite file 
                          echo “guna”  >> myfile.txt  #append to file 
   



 
Command Line Arguments:  

1. $# - represents the total number of arguments (much like argv) 
2. $0 - represents the name of the script, as invoked 
3. $1, $2, $3, .., $8, $9 - The first 9 command line arguments 
4.  $* - all command line arguments 
5.  $@ - all command line arguments 

 
 
 
Changing the content of a file:  cat somefile.txt | sed 's/:/,/g' > outfile  

(global) 
                           cat somefile.txt | sed 's/:/,/l' > outfile 

(local) 
 
[3] Write a shell script that takes a folder of folders and print out the names of the sub-
folders with no files in them. For example, if the input to the program is Lab2, 
 
Lab2 

guna 
- File1 
- File2 

         billy 
- File2 

         bubba 
         cindy 

- File4 
   

It will output “bubba”, since bubba folder has no files in it. 
(this is a great script to figure out who has not submitted assignments yet). See democode 
for review II to see how to test for a directory. 
The script run as follows. 

� ./myscript.sh Lab2 
 
 
[4] Write question [1] using a shell script 
 
[5] Write question [2] using a shell script  


